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ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COUNCIL 
 
 

AGENDA ITEM: 6.L 
 

DATE: May 28, 2008 
 

****************************************************************************** 
 
SUBJECT:  Disruptive Behavior of Students 
 
 In March, AAC and SAC had a joint meeting to discuss issues that are arising on 
campuses because of the increasing incidences of disruptive behavior.  Dr. Shekleton brought 
this forward, noting that strategies and policies for dealing with disruptive students are becoming 
an issue throughout the nation.  He noted that handling disruptive students in the classroom is not 
really something that faculty members have been taught.  It was agreed that we may wish to 
provide training for our faculty about how to deal with a disruptive student, providing them the 
tools and knowledge to understand how to do this without making the situation worse.   
 
 After some discussion, it was agreed to establish a system Task Force.  The group held an 
additional meeting and drafted a brief survey that has been circulated to provide an overview of 
where we are as a system.  Campuses were asked to respond by May 16 so that the responses can 
be compiled and shared with SAC when they meet later this month.  The questionnaire is 
attached (Attachment I).  This will serve as the basis for ongoing planning. 
 
 In addition, Dr. Shekleton has drafted a policy to provide guidance in those cases where 
the disruptive behavior may be arising because an individual is experiencing a mental 
disorder(s).   This proposed policy pursues a somewhat different angle, while many forms of 
disruption are readily addressed through the disciplinary procedures already in place, there may 
be circumstances – most frequently involving true mental disturbance that may result in self-
destructive behavior.  The proposed policy, including responsibilities for the CAOs, addresses 
this.  A copy of this proposed policy is attached. 
 
 Dr. Shekleton will be available to discuss this with AAC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
****************************************************************************** 

RECOMMENDED ACTION 
  

 Discussion.  
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Attachment I 
 

From: Roberts, Jerilyn C.  
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2008 4:29 PM 
To: Shekleton, Jim 
Cc: Myers, Dean; Mahon, Patricia G. 
Subject: Disruptive Behavior Training Questionnaire 
 
Jim, 

 
The BOR Disruptive Student Task Force met today and we have developed the following questionnaire to 
be sent to the six universities.  Please forward this questionnaire to AAC and SAC members for 
completion of one questionnaire per campus.  Our task force felt that we may need to have the definition 
of disruptive behavior included.  Do you have a definition for disruptive behavior that could be added?  
(There is a long definition in the policy manual that I will provide in a subsequent e-mail that could be 
utilized.)  We have set a date of May 16th to have the questionnaire completed and returned in order to 
provide time for compilation prior to the next SAC meeting. 
 
Disruptive Behavior Training Questionnaire 
 
1. Do you currently have training for faculty, staff, and students to sensitize, identify, and deal with 

disruptive behaviors?  
2. Briefly describe the training.  If different strategies are used for different audiences, please itemize. 
3. Do you use any commercial products to complete the training? 
4. Do you have any internet based training?  Please provide web address, if available. 
5. What positions are responsible for the training (please provide name of the point people on your 

campus)? 
6. What resources are you using to complete the training (i.e. positions, materials, etc.)? 
7. Do you consider the training effective? 
8. What needs to be improved? 
9. How long has your training been in place? 
10. How is participation being tracked? 
11. What is the estimated percentage of people on your campus that have completed the training? 
12. What has been the most beneficial in offering the training? 
13. Do you have any formal procedures for dealing with disruptive behavior?  Please provide web 

address, if available. 
 
Please send one response per campus to Jerilyn Roberts at Jerilyn.Roberts@sdsmt.edu by May 16th. 
 
Thanks. 
Jerilyn Roberts 
Campus Environmental Health and Safety Manager 
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology 
501 East St. Joseph Street 
Rapid City, SD 57701-3995 
605 394-6729 
605 394-6131 FAX 
Jerilyn.Roberts@sdsmt.edu 
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Attachment II 
From: Shekleton, Jim  
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2008 10:02 AM 
To: Flagstad, Lois 
Cc: Gingerich, Sam 
Subject: RE: Could you take a quick look at this? The draft is the first document, before the Bazelon 
Center Model Policy 
 
Lois, 
 
            I revised this some more.  My original incorporated elements from policies that allowed for 
removal to avoid disruption of the institution.  After looking through some of the background material, it 
seemed to me better to restrict this, as you saw, to the ADA direct threat situation.  If students are truly 
disruptive, we can address the disruption as a disciplinary matter.  The application of direct threat rules to 
circumstances that do not involve direct threats seemed to me, on further reflection, to press the doctrine 
a little beyond its jurisprudential range.  I don’t know that it serves the Board or the institutions well to 
court that sort of litigation. 
 
            I left in the piece about medical or psychological experts at our expense.  It seems to me that we 
don’t have much choice here, since we need to have “our own” advice to protect the interests of the 
institution.  The situation is different from the more common ADA setting where the person claiming the 
benefits of the ADA has the burden of providing evidence of disability and of qualifications 
notwithstanding the disability.   
 
            I’d sure be interested in knowing how much of a hole we may be creating in our budgets.  But, it 
occurs to me that we might be able to negotiate some sort of service comparable to this into our clinical 
agreements.  I worry a little bit about the 72 hour requirement, since, e.g., Thanksgiving away from home 
might well push left on campus to a tipping point at a time when it is just plain hard, particularly in a small 
town, to find a physician, psychiatrist or psychologist who can fill the bill.  
 
            I’ve copied Sam, since I wanted to get his read on the responsibilities that we’re planning to place 
upon the Chief Academic Officers.   
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SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF REGENTS 
 

Policy Manual 
 
SUBJECT: Non-disciplinary Restrictions to Mitigate Direct Threats to the Safety of Affected 

Persons or Others 
 
NUMBER:  3:20 
 
 
Institutions may impose non-disciplinary restrictions on students experiencing mental disorders 
that cause, or threaten to cause, behavior that directly threatens their safety or that of others. 
 

1. Institutions may impose non-disciplinary restrictions in an effort to mitigate direct threats 
to the safety of students or others where the threatening conduct manifests recognized 
mental disorders described in the current American Psychiatric Association Diagnostic 
Manual. 

 
2. Institutions may impose restrictions under this policy only after obtaining an objective, 

individualized medical or psychological assessment of the affected student by a licensed 
physician, psychiatrist or psychologist.   

 
3. If in the judgment of the licensed physician, psychiatrist or psychologist, the nature of the 

disorder, its duration and the severity of its effects present significant, imminent risks of 
harm to the affected student or to others, an institution may impose restrictions that the 
licensed physician, psychiatrist or psychologist confirms are likely to be effective in 
eliminating or reducing the risks to acceptable levels. 

 
4. Where the risks cannot be eliminated or reduced to an acceptable level through 

reasonable lesser measures, the institution may administratively withdraw the affected 
student.  

 
5. The Senior Student Affairs Officer shall assign an institutional officer to be responsible 

for assembling the facts known to the institution, for securing, at institutional expense, 
the assistance of a licensed physician, psychiatrist or psychologist to evaluate the 
available information, for requesting that the affected student submit to an evaluation 
performed at institutional expense by a licensed physician, psychiatrist or psychologist 
selected by the institution, for formulating restrictions to mitigate the identified risks, for 
obtaining the opinion of the licensed physician, psychiatrist or psychologist whether the 
restrictions are likely to be effective in eliminating or reducing the risks to acceptable 
levels, and for presenting the facts and recommendations to a review panel charged with 
determining whether non-disciplinary restrictions may be necessary to eliminate or to 
reduce the threat to the safety of the student or of others. 

 
A. If the affected student declines to be examined by the licensed physician, 

psychiatrist or psychologist retained by the institution, the institutional officer 
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shall request that the student authorize the student’s treating physician, 
psychiatrist or psychologist to advise the institution about the student’s mental 
state. 

 
B. If the affected student will neither submit to examination nor permit a treating 

physician, psychiatrist or psychologist to advise the institution, the 
institutional officer shall ask the retained physician, psychiatrist or 
psychologist to provide advice based upon the information available to the 
institution. 

 
6. The Senior Student Affairs Officer may impose interim non-disciplinary restrictions, up 

to or including administrative suspensions, where there appears to be a direct threat to the 
safety of the affected student or others.  

 
7. The Senior Student Affairs Officer shall convene a panel of three persons to consider 

whether imposition of non-disciplinary restrictions may be necessary.  The chair of the 
panel shall have a mental health background, but shall not have a patient or counselor 
relationship with the student.  

 
8. The review panel will assemble promptly, after notifying the affected student that it will 

consider imposing non-disciplinary restrictions and providing the student an opportunity 
to attend the open portion of the panel meeting and to address to panel.  Where an interim 
non-disciplinary suspension has been imposed, the review panel will convene within 72 
hours of that action.   

 
9. The institutional officer designated pursuant to § 5, above, shall present to the review 

panel the information that the institution believes warrants imposition of non-disciplinary 
restrictions and shall present the medical or psychological recommendations.  The 
affected student will have the opportunity to be present during such presentations, to ask 
questions and to present additional facts or medical or psychological opinions.  The 
affected student may be accompanied by a representative of the student’s choice, who 
may advise the student, but who shall not speak on the student’s behalf.   

 
10. The open portion of the panel review is not a contested case and will not be conducted 

pursuant to rules of civil procedure or according rules of evidence.  
 

11. The review panel will retire to deliberate in private, and it will issue written findings and 
recommendations to the Senior Student Affairs Officer. 

 
12. If the review panel recommends restrictions, the Senior Student Affairs Officer may 

impose the recommended non-disciplinary restrictions.  
 

13. If the restrictions include a non-disciplinary administrative suspension, provision shall be 
made to allow the affected student to reapply for admission once the student is able to 
establish that the student no longer poses a threat of harm to himself, herself or others.   A 
student who has been withdrawn administratively under this policy may also be restricted 
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from communicating with faculty, staff or other students, using of institutional 
communications systems, entering institutional grounds or facilities or attending 
institutional events. 

 
14. A student may request that restrictions be modified or lifted, or, in the case of non-

disciplinary administrative suspensions, they may request readmission.  A student making 
such requests shall be responsible for providing the institution with competent medical or 
psychological opinion from a licensed physician, psychiatrist or psychologist to show that 
the student no longer poses threats of harm to himself, herself or others.  Upon receipt of 
such requests and supporting documentation, the Senior Student Affairs Officer tender 
the same to the institutional officer designated in § 5 and shall reconvene the review 
panel.  The requested modifications or removal or readmission shall be reviewed through 
the same procedures as were employed when the non-disciplinary restrictions were 
originally imposed. 

 
15. Students may appeal decisions taken under this policy to the institutional Chief Academic 

Officer.  Appeals are limited to the questions:  
 

A. Whether restrictions were imposed without providing the student notice of the 
opportunity to be present during review panel meetings, to ask questions, to 
present additional facts or medical opinions and to do so with the advice of a 
representative of the student’s choice; 

 
B. Whether restrictions were imposed without providing the student opportunity 

to be present during review panel meetings, to ask questions, to present 
additional facts or medical opinions and to do so with the advice of a 
representative of the student’s choice; 

 
C. Whether restrictions were based upon an objective, individualized assessment 

of the student’s mental health; or  
 
D. Whether restrictions were based upon the opinion of a licensed physician, 

psychiatrist or psychologist to the effect:  
 

i. that the student suffered a psychiatric mental disorders described in 
the current American Psychiatric Association Diagnostic Manual; 

 
ii. that, given the nature of the disorder, its duration and the severity of 

its effects, there is a significant risk of harm to the affected student 
or to others; and  

 
iii. that the restrictions were likely to be effective in eliminating or 

reducing the risks to acceptable levels. 
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16. The institutional Chief Academic Officer shall review the materials assembled by the panel 
to determine whether its findings and recommended restrictions were based upon substantial 
evidence.   

 
A. If the Chief Academic Officer concludes that findings and recommended 

restrictions were based upon substantial evidence, the Chief Academic Officer 
shall inform the student that the appeal has been denied.   

 
B. If the Chief Academic Officer concludes that findings and recommended 

restrictions were not based upon substantial evidence, the Chief Academic 
Officer shall require that a new review panel be constituted and that the 
matters be considered anew, with findings and recommendations being 
forwarded to the Chief Academic Officer for implementation.   

 
 
 
SOURCE:  BOR, ???? 


